Excavation in CB4.7 was conducted over the course of two days and the goal was to retrieve sealed material under the plaster storeroom floor. The entire operation contained three loci: CB4706 which was the plaster floor; CB4706.1 was the sealed material beneath the floor; and CB47021 the fill beneath the floor. Three phases are represented by the three loci. The plaster floor LDM material is early Roman, the 0.1 dates to the early Hellenistic period and the fill beneath the floor has an LDM of Persian. The fill under the floor, CB4706.1 and CB47021, was very clean brown sandy soil and indicates that there was some planning for installation of the floor, i.e. the creation of a flat packed surface on which to lay the subfloor and floor. CB47021 contained charaka of painted, multi-layered plaster and began to come down on a rubble layer. This may be the subfloor of the colored plaster floor but further excavation is required.